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Experts from all over the world exchanged ideas, experiences, and knowledge not only
during the conference sessions but also during the breaks.
he Hambach castle, the
venue of the 13th international CAN Conference (iCC), on top of a hummock on the hillside of the
Rhine valley welcomed us
from afar. The narrow road
through the forest brought
us in serpentines to the
parking place close to the
historic monument. In 1832,
about 30000 Germans
went uphill to demonstrate
peacefully for a free press.
They were successful. That
is why the Hambach castle
is regarded as one of the
birthplaces of German democracy. As in the old days,
the way from the car parking has to be managed by
walking. We carried some
paper and recognized how
heavy brochures and magazines can be.
After all preparations
were done, we left the castle on Sunday evening and
drove to our hotel downhill in one of these picturesque villages surrounded

by vineyards. Next morning, we started early to the
castle to support the companies setting up their tabletop presentations and to
welcome the early-bird conference attendees.
I browsed through the
Powerpoint slides of my
keynote speech, which I had

given already a final adjustment in the early morning.
In time, I opened the conference and handed over to
the chairman of the plenary session, Martin Litschel
from Vector, whom I have
known for 20 years. Then,
it was my duty to warmup the participants with my

iCC 2012

T

iCC proceedings
All papers of the
conference are available
on the CiA website.
They can be downloaded
free-of-charge one by one.
If you like to get the entire
proceedings on a memory
stick, you get them for
48 € including German
VAT and postage from
CiA headquarters.
The previous iCC papers
are also available on
&L$·VZHEVLWHIRUIUHH
download.

Harald Eisele (General Motors), keynote speaker, reported
about the CAN benefits in in-vehicle networking; at the
end of his presentation he requested higher bandwidth as
provided by the CAN-FD approach, and he demanded
selective wake-up CAN transceivers.
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The highlight of the tabletop exhibition was the CAN-FD
demonstration by Bosch in co-operation with Vector;
15 Mbit/s during the Data-phase was quit impressive.

The 20th anniversary of CAN in Automation (CiA) party
was opened by Holger Zeltwanger, who provided a brief
history review.

More than 36 speakers covered all current topics of CAN
technology – from the physical layer via the CAN-FD
data link layer up to dedicated application layer and software driver technologies; Dr. Sakari Junnila (Wapice)
from Finland spoke about high-performance CAN driver
architectures for embedded Linux.

paper about “Standardized
higher-layer protocols for
different purposes”. Harald
Eisele from General Motors
(Opel) read the other keynote (“The benefits of CAN
for in-vehicle networking”).
After the plenary session,
I hoped to relax. But I was
wrong. Many people, whom
I did not meet personally for
a long time, wanted to talk
to me. Some of them were
from far away: Russia, India, and even New Zealand.
The two days of conference
were not long enough to talk
to all of the 130 participants.
To be honest, I was a little
bit disappointed about the
number of attendees. I had
expected a full house. The

The ”Firedancer” warmed-up the participants of the evening event with their out-door
performance above the Rhine valley.
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capacity of the Hambach
castle is about 200 participants, if you stuff them in.
According to the feedback from the attendees,
the quality of presentations
was not that bad (British understatement). UnfortunateO\ VRPH VSHDNHUV GLGQ·W
show up. Some had serious excuses, while others
HYHQGLGQ·WLQIRUPXVDWDOO
On the other hand, the attendees used the free time
to listen to the presentations
in the parallel sessions or to
talk to other participants or
spent their time in the tabletop exhibition.
On Monday evening,
CiA celebrated its 20th anniversary. The Firedancer, a
group of young women and
men, performed their show
RQ WKH FDVWOH·V SDQRUDPic terrace with a nice view
to the Rhine valley, which
was illuminated by thousands of lights in the villages and towns. During the
dinner, Pia Fridhill and her
band marvelously entertained the engineers. One
of the highlights was the
song “Fieldbus man blues”.
You should know, Pia Fridhill was working as an engineer with HMS, a Swedish
CiA member, for about ten
years. Thanks to the HMS
management, who financed
the production of her first
CD, she was able to start a
career as a musician. She
quitted her job and is a successful professional singer
now.
Unfortunately, just a
few women participated in
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iCC 2012
Even during the diner, networking was the main topic:
Social networking is as important as technical communication, in order to design the next generation of networks.
the conference. Ursula Kelling (Infineon) read a paper
(“Microcontrollers for industrial – Ways of interconnectivity”) and chaired one session. There were also two
ladies from Malaysia working for the carmaker Proton.
My impression, we need
more female engineers in
order to improve our work.
Women have another view
on things, not only in social
behavior.
All presentations were
quite technical. But one
speaker added entertainment: John Dammeyer reported about the Olympic
ring illumination project (“A
large scale CAN bus system”). He and his team designed the control systems
illuminating the rings in
9DQFRXYHU·V KDUERU DV ZHOO
as at the airport. The control
system comprised several
CAN segments connecting
more than 1500 devices. In
his presentation he spoke
more about problems and
“accidents” (some of them
were quite funny) than to
make marketing for his control system and his services. It was really refreshing.
I would appreciate to have
more such entertaining presentations.
From a technical point
quite interesting were the
papers dealing with Linux
driver software for CANconnectable devices. Unfortunately, I could not listen to
all speeches. Participating
in parallel sessions would
only be possible, if I would
be cloned. Additionally,
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I spoke to many people during the sessions, because
the coffee and lunch breaks
were too short to meet everyone. And, sometimes
there was also something to
organize: The acoustic system was not always working

Pia Fridhill (formerly working as an engineer with HMS)
and her band entertained the attendees of the diner party;
she also presented her song ”Fieldbus man blues”.
perfectly, presenters had
problems with their laptops,
and so on.
Everyone was waiting
for the final plenary session,
in which Bosch represented
by Florian Hartwich introduced officially the CAN-FD

After nine years, Heinz-Juergen Oertel (in the center) has
quit his position as CiA Technical Director; the other CiA
Board of Director members, Arnulf Lockmann (on the right)
and Holger Zeltwanger (on the left), thanked him for his
work.

“Competitors” talking friendly, a normal behavior in the CAN
community – Martin Litschel (very left), Christian Schlegel
(left), Juergen Klueser (with the back in front), and Dr. Martin
Merkel (right) from Vector and Ixxat.
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protocol. It breaks the limits:
It is faster than 1 Mbit/s and
the payload is larger than
8 byte. Most of the participants had already visited
the CAN-FD prototype designed by Bosch and Vector. There were many interesting discussions on this
topic. Heinz Oertel (Port),
who was in the last nine
years the elected CiA Technical Director, discussed
in his paper the benefits of
CAN-FD for the CANopen
application layer.
To summarize: It was
one of the best iCCs. Not
in respect to the number
of participants, but in respect to the interesting topics, the onsite discussions,
and the social networking.
Facebook and LinkedIn are
QRW DOO /HW·V PHHW DJDLQ LQ
two years sharing our knowledge, exchanging experiences, and introducing innovations!

Janz Tec AG – 30 years of experience
in industrial computer systems
emPC

emVIEW

Janz Tec AG, previously known as Janz
Automationssysteme AG, has been one of
the leading manufacturers of electronic
assemblies and complete industrial computer systems since 1982. The future-oriented
and extremely reliable technology from
Paderborn is in demand the world over:
well-known companies from the mechanical
and facility engineering, power and energy,
transport and traffic, the medical technology
and automotive sectors are all part of our
satisfied customer base.
Good communication is very important
nowadays – not just in real life, but also in
machines, plant and complex industrial
applications from a wide range of industries.
This applies especially if error-free trans-

mission of data is required due to more and
more compact construction and the necessity
for more performance in the case of distributed systems. For this reason, Janz Tec AG
also places great value on innovative
and sophisticated technology in the Industrial
Communication business sector. The InCom
products developed in-house enable the
control systems for your machines, plan and
systems to be kept at the highest level.
Did you ever think that good communication
can be so simple? You can find out more
details about the services offered by
Janz Tec AG in the Industrial Communication
sector during a personal consultation.
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In order to overcome the current limitations of the CAN
protocol, Bosch together with other CAN experts developed the CAN-FD data link layer protocol. This approach
supports higher bit-rates than 1 Mbit/s and allows frame
payloads longer than 8 byte.
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ExoHand and CogniGame
At Hanover Fair Industry, Festo presented two sponsored
research projects using embedded CANopen networks.
The ExoHand is a soft robotics exoskeleton that is individXDOO\DGDSWHGWRWKHXVHU·VKDQGDQGZRUQOLNHDJORYH,W
can be used to remotely control robotic hands in real-time.
The CogniGame is a table-tennis simulation game. One
player moves the bar right and left by means of a joystick,
while the other player use a brain-computer interface – just
thinking “right” and “left”. Coupling both ideas, the ExoHand and the CogniGame, can help stroke patients with
their recovery.
More information on www.can-newsletter.org
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E

ver increasing bandwidth requirements in
automotive networks impede the applicability of
CAN due to its bit-rate limitation to 1 MBit/s. To close
the gap between CAN and
other protocols, we have improved CAN in two ways:

ʠ 6XSSRUWRIELWUDWHV
higher than 1 Mbit/s,
ʡ 6XSSRUWRISD\ORDGV
larger than 8 byte.
We achieve this with a new
frame format where we can
switch inside the frame to a
IDVWHU ELWUDWH IRU ʠ DQG XVH
a different data length cod-

LQJIRUʡ7KLVQHZSURWRFRO
is called “CAN with Flexible Data-Rate” or CAN-FD.
CAN-FD protocol controllers are also able to perform standard CAN communication. This allows using CAN-FD in specific operation modes, e.g. soft-

The CAN-FD frame format
The Control Field in normal CAN
(ISO 11898-1) frames contains reserved bits, which are specified to
be transmitted dominantly. In the
CAN-FD frame, the reserved bit after the IDE bit (11-bit Identifier) or after the RTR bit (29-bit Identifier) is
defined as Extended Data Length
(EDL) bit and is transmitted recessively. This sets the receiving BSP
and BTL FSMs into CAN-FD decoding mode.
The following bits are new in
CAN-FD compared with CAN:
X EDL Extended Data Length
X r1, r0 reserved (transmitted
dominantly)
X BRS Bit Rate Switch
X ESI
Error State Indicator

Arbitration
field
I
S
D O
L
F
E

ID
(11 bit)

The DLC values from 0000b to
1000b still code a Data Field length
from 0 to 8 byte, while the DLC values from 1001b to 1111b are defined
in CAN-FD to code Data Fields with
a length of 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 48, respectively 64 byte.
The EDL bit distinguishes between the normal CAN frame format
and the CAN-FD frame format. The
value of the BRS bit decides, whether the bit-rate in the Data-Phase is
the same as in the Arbitration-Phase
(BRS dominant) or whether the predefined faster bit rate is used in the
Data-Phase (BRS recessive).
In CAN-FD frames, the EDL bit
is always recessive and followed by
the dominant r0 bit. This provides an

Control
field
B E
I E
r
r
R S
D D
0
1
S I
E L

Arbitration phase

Data
field
DLC
(4
bit)

DATA
(0 to 64 byte)

CRC
field

ACK
field

End of
frame

15-, 17-,
or 21-bit
CRC

A
D C D
K

EOF
(7 bit)

Data transmission phase

Legend
D delimiter
IFS inter-frame space

Figure I: Format of the CAN-FD data frame with 11-bit identifier
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edge for resynchronization before
an optional bit-rate switch. The edge
is also used to measure the transFHLYHU·V ORRS GHOD\ IRU WKH RSWLRQDO
TDC.
In CAN-FD frames, the transPLWWHU·V HUURU VWDWH LV LQGLFDWHG E\
ESI, dominant for error active and
recessive for error passive. This
simplifies network management.
There are no CAN-FD remote
frames, the bit at the position of the
RTR bit in normal CAN frames is replaced by the dominant r1 bit. However, normal CAN remote frames
may optionally be used in CAN-FD
systems. Receivers ignore the actual values of the bits r1 and r0 in
CAN-FD frames.
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Arbitration
phase

IFS
(3 bit)

I
D
L
E

relation to the edges in the
monitored bit stream. Once
each CAN bit-time, at the
Sample-point, the bit-value is decided and the Bit
Stream Processor (BSP)
state machine is evaluated to decode (in transmitters to encode) the CAN
frame. A shift register links
WKHIUDPH·VVHULDOELWVWUHDP
ZLWK WKH FRQWUROOHU·V PHVsage memory.
CAN nodes synchronize on received edges
from recessive-to-dominant
on the CAN bus-line. The
phases of their Samplepoints are shifted relative
to the phase of the transPLWWHU·V 6DPSOHSRLQW $
QRGH·V VSHFLILF SKDVHVKLIW
depends on the signal delay-time from the transmitter to that specific node.
The signal delay-time
between the nodes needs
to be considered when
more than one node may
transmit a dominant bit.
Basic principles
This is the case in the arThe CAN-FD protocol is a bitration field or in the acsimilar approach as pro- knowledge slot. The configSRVHGLQ>@ɤDQG>@ɤLQFUHDV- uration of the CAN bit-time,
ing the bandwidth by mod- especially the Propagation
ification of the frame for- 6HJPHQW·V OHQJWK DQG WKH
SRVLWLRQ
mat. Two changes suggest 6DPSOHSRLQW·V
themselves. Firstly, improv- must ensure that twice the
ing the header to payload maximum phase shift fits
ratio by allowing longer data between the Synchronizafields. Secondly, speeding tion Segment and the Samup the frames by shortening ple-point. Once the arbitration is decided, until the end
the bit time.
But these steps are of the CRC Field, only one
only the groundwork, some node transmits dominant
additional measures are bits, all other nodes synneeded, e.g. to keep the chronize themselves to this
Hamming distance of the single transmitter. Therelonger frames at the same fore it is possible to switch
level as in normal CAN to a pre-defined (shorter)
communication and to ac- bit-time in this part of a CAN
count for the CAN trans- frame, in CAN-FD called
the Data-Phase. The rest of
FHLYHU·VORRSGHOD\
The CRC polynomial the frame, outside the Dataof CAN is suited for patterns Phase, is called the Arbitraof up to 127 bit in length in- tion-Phase.
All nodes in the netcluding the CRC sequence.
,QFUHDVLQJWKH&$1IUDPH·V work must switch to this
payload makes longer poly- shorter bit-time synchronously at the start of the
nomials necessary.
In a CAN protocol con- Data-Phase and back to the
troller, the Bit Timing Log- normal bit-time at the end
ic (BTL) state machine is of the Data-Phase. Figure 1
evaluated once each time- shows an example for the
quantum and synchronizes average bit-rate that can
the position of the Sample- be achieved with a bit-rate
point to a specific phase in of 0,5 Mbit/s in the Arbiware-download at end-ofline programming, while
other controllers that do not
support CAN-FD are kept in
standby.
The CAN-FD protoFRO >@ɤ KDV EHHQ GHYHORSHG
with the goal to increase
the bandwidth of a CAN
network while keeping unchanged most of the software and hardware
(especially the physical layer).
Consequently, only the
CAN protocol controllers
need to be enhanced with
the CAN-FD option. The
new frame format makes
XVHRI&$1·VUHVHUYHGELWV
Via these bits, a node can
distinguish between the
frame formats during reception. CAN-FD protocol controllers can take part in normal CAN communication.
This allows a gradual introduction of CAN-FD nodes
into existing CAN systems.
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Figure 1: Speeding up from 0,5 Mbit/s to 4 Mbit/s
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16
24
32
40
48
56
Payload (Byte), Bit Rate = [0.5 & 4] MBit/s

64

Figure 2: Enlarging a frame to 64 data bytes
tration-Phase and a higher bit-rate in the DataPhase. In the example, an
11-bit identifier is used,
and there are 8 data bytes
in the frame. Stuff-bits are
not considered. The examSOHLVH[WHQGHGLQɤ)LJXUH
Lengthening the DataPhase further increases the
average bit-rate. The bitrate is 0,5 Mbit/s in the Arbitration-Phase and 4 Mbit/s
in the Data-Phase.
The factor between
the short bit-time in the Data-Phase and the normal
bit-time in the ArbitrationPhase decides how much
the frames are speeded
up. This factor has two limits. The first is the speed of
the transceivers: Bits that
are too short cannot be decoded. The second is the
time-resolution of the CAN
synchronization
mechanism: after switching to the
short bit-time, a phase error
of one time quantum in the
normal bit time needs to be
compensated.
At the last bit of the
Data-Phase,
the
CRC
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Delimiter, all nodes switch
back to the normal bit-time
before the receivers send
their acknowledge bit. Receivers are synchronized
to the transmitter, but nodespecific signal propagation
times cause acknowledge
bits of the most distant receivers to arrive after that
of the nearest receivers.
Therefore, a CAN-FD transmitter has to tolerate a 2-bit
CRC Delimiter before the
acknowledge bit. All CANFD nodes have to tolerate
two consecutive dominant
bits in the Acknowledge
Slot. Latest, the second
dominant Acknowledge Bit
must be followed by a recessive Acknowledge Delimiter and the End-ofFrame field.
&$1·V IDXOW FRQILQHment strategy, where a
node that detects an error in an ongoing frame immediately notifies all other
nodes by destroying that
frame with an error flag, requires that all nodes monitor their own transmitted
bits to check for bit errors.

PLDOWRJHQHUDWHWKHIUDPH·V
CRC sequence. The receivers use the applicable polynomial to decide whether
the frame is to be acknowledged.
In normal CAN, the
stuff-bits, which are inserted into the bit-stream to ensure that there are enough
edges for resynchronization, are not considered for
CRC calculation. As described e.g. in [7], two bit errors may on rare occasion remain undetected
when the first generates a
Additional CRC
bit-stuffing condition and
polynomials
the second then removes a
The error detection capabil- stuff condition (or vice verities and operational safe- sa), shifting the position of
ty of the normal CAN pro- the frame bits between the
WRFRO DUH GLVFXVVHG LQ >@ɤ two bit-errors. The shifted
>@ɤ DQG >@ɤ &$1)' PDLQ- area may lead to a burst erWDLQVDOORI&$1·VIDXOWFRQ- ror that is too long for the
finement mechanisms, in- CRC mechanism.
The treatment of stuffcluding Error Frames, error counters, error-active/- bits in CAN-FD is changed
passive modes, and pos- to ensure that this canitive acknowledging for not happen. The simplest
fault-free messages. Since measure would have been
CAN-FD allows longer data to include all stuff-bits into
fields than normal CAN, the the CRC calculation. HowCRC (Cyclic Redundancy ever, this would prevent
Check) sequence needs to the well-proven CRC hardbe adapted in order to keep ware implementation with
WKH IUDPH·V +DPPLQJ 'LV- the feedback shift-register
tance at the same value of that calculates the CRC se6. We chose two new BCH- quence while the frame is in
type CRC polynomials: g17 progress. The solution confor frames with up to 16 data sists of two measures: Inbytes, g21 for frames with cluding the stuff-bits premore than 16 data bytes. ceding the CRC sequence
into the CRC calculation
g17 = x17+x16+x14+x13+x11+x6+ and changing the stuffing
mechanism for the CRC
x4+x3+x1+1
sequence. Contrary to the
g21 = x21+x20+x13+x11+x7+x4+ normal CAN bit-stuffing
method, where a stuff-bit
x3+1
of inverse polarity is insertFor this reason, the length ed after every five consecof the CRC sequence in utive bits of the same poCAN-FD data frames de- larity, the positions of the
pends on the DLC. At the VWXIIELWV LQ WKH &$1)'·V
beginning of a frame, all CRC sequence are fixed:
nodes, including the trans- The CRC sequence starts
mitter, start to calculate the with a stuff-bit and addiIUDPH·V &5& VHTXHQFH DF- tional stuff-bits are inserted
cording to all three polyno- after every four bits of the
mials, g17, g21, and the nor- sequence. Each of these
mal CAN polynomial. When fixed stuff-bits has the inthe frame format is decid- verse polarity of its preceded in the Control Field and ing bit. The number of stuffthe DLC is transmitted, one bits in the CRC sequence
of the three polynomials is is equal to the maximum
selected. The transmitter number of stuff-bits accorduses the selected polyno- ing to the normal CAN bitCurrent CAN transceivers may have, according
to ISO 11898-5, a loop-delay (CAN-Tx pin to CAN-Rx
pin) of up to 255 ns. In order
to detect a bit error inside a
bit-time of the Data-Phase,
this bit-time has to be significantly longer than the loopdelay. To make the length of
a short bit-time independent
RIWKHWUDQVFHLYHU·VORRSGHlay, CAN-FD provides the
Transceiver Delay Compensation (TDC) option.
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CAN-FD

stuffing mechanism. As in
the normal CAN bit-stuffing
mechanism, the maximum
number of consecutive bits
with the same value is five,
the maximum distance between edges for resynchronization is ten.

CAN bit-time
switching
There are two sets of configuration registers in CANFD: The first for the bit-time
in the Arbitration-Phase and
the second for the bit-time
in the Data-Phase.
The BTL and Bit-Rate
Prescaler (BRP) FSMs
switch to the second bittime configuration at the
Sample-Point where the
BRS bit is sampled recessive. They switch back to
the first bit-time at the Sample-Point of the CRC Delimiter, or when an error condition is detected that causes
an error frame.
Figure 3 shows an example for the bit-time configurations, in which the data-rate in the Data-Phase is
four times faster than in the
Arbitration-Phase. Both, the
length of tq and the number of tq in the bit-time may
be different in the two configurations. The two configurations may be identical, but the bit-time in the
Data-Phase may not be
longer than in the Arbitration-Phase. The two bits,
in which the bit-rate switch
happens are of intermediate length, since the con-

figurations are switched at
6DPSOH3RLQWV VHH ɤ)LJXUH
4). Together the two bits are
as long as the sum of one of
each of the bit-times.
Switching the bit-time
configurations at the Sample-Point instead of after
the end of Phase_Seg2 is
necessary to ensure that a
following synchronization is
performed in all nodes according to the parameters
of the second bit-time configuration. Phase-shifts between the nodes may result
in not all of them agreeing on the border between
Phase_Seg2 and the subsequent Sync_Seg.
Figure 5 shows the
simulation of a test case, in
which CAN_0 and CAN_1
arbitrate for the CAN network. The signals CANTx and CAN-Rx are the
interface between the protocol controllers and the
transceivers. The Sample-Point shows where the
CAN-Rx input is captured.
The signals f_tx and f_rx
show where the bit-rate is
switched; they could be
used for mode switching in
CAN-FD optimized transceivers, enabling even
higher bit-rates in the Data-Phase. Both nodes send
the same base CAN identifier. CAN_0 sends a CAN-FD
frame with 11-bit identifier,
while CAN_1 sends an extended frame and loses arbitration at the SRR bit.
Transmitters do not
synchronize on “late” edges (those detected between

Standard CAN Bit Time

Sync_
Seg

Prop_Seg

Phase_Seg1

1 Time Quantum (t q)

Short CAN
Bit Time

Sample Point

Short CAN
Bit Time

Sample Point
1 Time Quantum (tq )

Short Bit
CAN Time

Sample Point

Short CAN
Bit Time

Sample Point

Figure 3: Normal and short CAN bit-times
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Phase_Seg2

Sample Point

BRS Bit

Prop_Seg

1 Time Quantum (t q)

Phase_Seg1

Phase_Seg2

Sample Point

CRC Delimiter

Sample Point
1 Time Quantum (tq )

Figure 4: Bit-time changing at BRS bit and CRC Delimiter
Sync_Seg and Samplepoint) otherwise the transceiver loop-delay would
cause them to lengthen
dominant bits. So as transmitter, CAN_1 did not synchronize on CAN_0 before
the edge from EDL to r0.
In the simulated test
case, there is a delay of 433
ns between the nodes; they
use a bit-rate of 1 Mbit/s
in the Arbitration-Phase
and 10 Mbit/s in the Data-Phase. At the SRR bit,
where CAN_1 loses arbitration, its Sample-Point is 350
ns (see strobes 1 and 2)
earlier than that of CAN_0.
CAN_1 synchronizes
to CAN_0 at the edge from
EDL to r0. Afterwards its
Sample-Point comes 433 ns
(the signal propagation time
between the nodes) after
that of CAN_0 (see strobes
3 and 4). Both nodes switch
their bit-rate at the SamplePoints of their BRS bits (see
strobes 5 and 6). The signal f_tx shows the transmitWHU·V 'DWD3KDVH IBU[ WKH
UHFHLYHU·V 7KH\ ERWK DUH
reset at the CRC Delimiter,
before the Acknowledge bit
is sent by CAN_1.
The CRC Delimiter seen by the transmitter
CAN_0 is prolonged by the
signal propagation time, the
Acknowledge bit conforms
WR WKH $UELWUDWLRQ3KDVH·V
bit-rate.
The analog input signal at CAN_Rx needs to be
synchronized to the clock
of the BTL FSM. Together
ZLWKWKH%7/·VWLPHVWHSVL]H
of one tq, this digitization
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delay limits the time resolution of the CAN bit-synchronization. This means a
phase-error of up to one tq
may remain after a (re-)synchronization; the synchronization quality depends on
the duration of the tq. The
Sync_Seg with a fixed duration of one tq compensates
for this residual phase-error
in CAN bit-timing, but one
tq in the first bit-time may
correspond to several tq
in the second bit-time. The
maximum possible residual
phase-error has to be taken into account for the configuration. Setting tq to the
same duration in both configurations maximizes the
tolerance range.
In existing CAN implementations, the maximum
number of time quanta in a
bit-time is 25, while the duration of the tq is defined
E\WKHFRQWUROOHU·VFORFNSHriod and the BRP. This allows only few combinations
of bit-time configurations for
the Arbitration-Phase and
for the Data-Phase with the
same tq duration.
In automotive applications, with a bit-rate of e.g.
0,5 Mbit/s or 1 Mbit/s in
the Arbitration-Phase, the
acceleration in the DataPhase is limited to a factor
of about five. The reasons
for this limit are the minimum pulse-width in the receive path of currently available transceivers and EMI
considerations. In other applications, long bus-lines
may limit the bit-rate in the
Arbitration-Phase to e.g.

7844 x
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CAN-FD

Abstract
This article describes
the CAN-FD frame
format with additional
bits in the control field
and the CRC sequences to secure longer
frames with the same
Hamming distance as
in the existing CAN
protocol. The configuration options for the
two bit-rates are explained in detail. In addition, measurements
of the upper limits for
the bit-rate are discussed using the first
hardware implementation of a CAN-FD protocol controller and offthe-shelf CAN transceivers chips.

Phase_Seg2. We increased
the configuration range to
16 tq for Phase_Seg2 and
to 64 tq for the sum of Prop_
Seg and Phase_Seg1 in our
CAN-FD implementation.
This allows a wide range of
bit-time combinations with
the same tq length. The
range of the SJW (Synchronization Jump-Width) configuration is also increased
to 16 tq for CAN-FD applications. This enables a high
acceleration factor with a
low residual phase-error at
the BRS bit.

125 kbit/s, enabling a higher
acceleration factor.
Figure 6 shows how
the average bit-rate of a
CAN network that needs a
bit-time of 8 µs in Arbitration-Phase can be accelerated without exceeding the
specification range of existing CAN transceivers in
the Data-Phase. Figure 7
shows how this acceleration is increased when the
Data field gets longer. The
advantage of the improved
header to pay-load ratio
rises with the acceleration
factor between ArbitrationPhase and Data-Phase.
ISO 11898-1 allows
more than 8 tq for each of
the bit-time segments Prop_
Seg, Phase_Seg1, and

Transceiver Delay
Compensation
Current CAN transceivers may have, according

to ISO 11898-5, a loop delay (from the CAN-Tx pin to
the CAN-Rx pin) of up to
255 ns. Since transmitters
are required to check for errors in their transmitted bits,
this would set a lower limit
for the bit time in the DataPhase if the check needs to
EHGRQHDWWKHELW·V6DPSOH
point.
Measurements have
shown that existing CAN
transceivers are able to
transmit and receive bits
that are shorter than their
loop-delay. In this case the
check for bit-errors needs
to be delayed until the bit
value, which is transmitted at the CAN-Tx output is
looped-back to the CAN-Rx
input. This is the purpose

CAN-FD measurements
The development of the CAN-FD
protocol went in parallel with the design of CAN-FD protocol controllers for simulative verification and
for laboratory evaluation. Main topics of the analysis were the new protocol features and the limits set by
the physical layer. The measurements were based on FPGA implementations of CAN-FD and a multinode CAN network with off-theshelf CAN transceivers (e.g. NXP
TJA1040). For the measurements
shown here, the network consists of
seven nodes connected by a linear
bus-line topology. The distance between the terminations at node T2
and node R9 is 42 m, the bit-rate
switches from an Arbitration-Phase
at 0,5 Mbit/s to Data-Phases at 12
Mbit/s or at 15 Mbit/s.
It is not expected a bit-rate of
15 Mbit/s can be reached in automotive conditions with existing
transceivers. The examples intend
to show that the bit-rate in the Data-Phase is not limited by the signal
propagation-time in the transceivers
and on the CAN bus-lines.
Special attention was given to
the effects of the transceiver loopGHOD\ VHH )LJXUH ,ɤ  ,Q WKLV H[DPSOH WKH WUDQVFHLYHU·V ORRSGHOD\ LV
126 ns at room temperature. This
LV DOPRVW WZLFH WKH 'DWD3KDVH·V
bit time, here 66,67 ns at 15 Mbit/s.
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The output pin T2_Tx already starts
the DLC before the ESI bit reaches the input pin T2_Rx or, after the
EXVOLQHGHOD\VWKHUHFHLYHUV·LQSXW
pins R3_Rx and R9_Rx.
The example in Figure II shows
a complete CAN-FD frame with 29bit CAN-identifier and 64 data bytes.
CAN_L –
CAN_H

Delay Tx->Rx

Here the complete Data-Phase is
(at 12 Mbit/s) shorter than 23 bit of
the Arbitration-Phase. In the example, there is CAN arbitration in the
first bits of the CAN identifier, superposition of Acknowledge bits from
near and from distant receivers virtually prolongs that bit.

DLC_3..0

BRS ESI

Data

BRS ESI
Bus Line Delay

BRS ESI

BRS ESI
BRS ESI

DLC_3..0

Data

Figure I: CAN-FD Transceiver loop delay

CAN_L–
CAN_H
Data Phase

Ack

arbitrating

Arbitration Phase

Data Phase

Ack

Figure II: CAN-FD frame with 64 data bytes and 12 Mbit/s in the data-phase
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of the optional TDC mechanism of CAN-FD. Receivers do not need this mechanism. Transmitters apply
it in the Data-Phase of a
frame.
The point-in-time where
the looped-back bit-value is
checked is named the Secondary Sample Point (SSP).
The actual loop-delay is not
a static value; it depends
apart from silicon parameters mainly on the operating
temperature.
The CAN-FD protocol
controller is able to perform
a delay measurement to find
the optimum position for the
SSP. Within each CAN-FD
frame, the transmitter measures the delay between
the data transmitted at the
CAN-Tx output and the data
received at the CAN-Rx input. The measurement is
performed when the arbitration is decided, but before the bit-rate is switched
at the edge from EDL-to-r0.
The delay is measured (in
system clock periods) by a
counter that starts at the beginning of the r0 bit at CANTx and stops when the edge
is seen at CAN-Rx (see FigXUHɤ 
The result is a nodespecific value. It does not
depend on signal propagation-times on the CAN busline. A configurable offset is
added to the measured delay-value to place the SSP
into the middle of the bits
seen at CAN-Rx.
When the TDC mechanism is enabled, it changes
the way how a transmitter

checks for bit-errors during
the Data-Phase of a CANFD frame from direct comparison of transmitted and
received bits at the CAN
Sample-Point to a delayed
comparison at the SSP.
The position of the SSP
is always relative to the start
of a transmitted bit. It may be
more than one bit-time after
the end of that bit. Transmitted bits are buffered until the
SSP is reached. Then their
value is compared with the

actual value of the input signal to check for bit-errors. If
a bit-error is detected, this
information is buffered until
the next CAN Sample-Point
is reached, where it is presented to the BSP FSM. The
BSP FSM answers to the biterror according to the rules
of the CAN fault confinement
with a CAN Error frame; the
bit-rate is switched back
to that of the ArbitrationPhase. When no bit-error is
detected until the Sample-

0,500
Average Bit Rate (MBit/s)
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Conclusion
CAN-FD is a new
protocol that combines
&$1·VFRUHIHDWXUHVZLWK
a higher data-rate. For
automotive applications
using star-topologies,
CAN-FD targets an
average data rate of
2,5 Mbit/s with existing
CAN transceivers,
resulting in the same effective payload as a lowspeed Flexray network.
Using bus-line
topologies will allow
data-rates up to 8 Mbit/s.
There is an easy migration path from CAN
systems to CAN-FD
systems since CAN
application software can
be left unchanged (apart
from configuration). The
Bosch CAN IP modules
are currently being
adapted to optionally
support the CAN-FD
protocol.
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Point of the CRC Delimiter is reached, the CAN-FD
protocol controller switches
back the bit-rate and returns
to normal bit-error checking. The transmitters disregard the actual value of the
CRC Delimiter bit using the
TDC mechanism. A global
error at the end of the CRC
field will cause the receivers
to send error frames that the
transmitter will detect during
Acknowledge or End-ofFrame (EOF).
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Abstract
Most stand-alone CAN
controllers available
today are connected to
the host processor by
8-bit or 16-bit parallel
buses. Write and especially read accesses to
such peripheral devices are very slow compared with the cycle
WLPHRIPRGHUQ&38·V
This article introduces a
CAN core implemented
in an FPGA that uses
bus master DMA (direct
memory access).
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T

here are still no CAN
controllers
integrated
into most high-end microprocessor chips and a common way to add CAN using these processors is simply to connect one or more
stand-alone CAN controllers (e.g. the SJA 1000 by
NXP) to such systems. In
most of such application the
CAN interface build around
the stand-alone CAN controller is one of the bottlenecks. There are numerous 8-bit accesses to the
chip necessary to handle
one CAN frame and most
of these accesses are done
in the interrupt routine with
each access taking quite a
while. The reason for this is
that most available standalone CAN controllers are
designed to work with relative low-performance micro-controllers. The consequences are rather slow
8-bit or 16-bit interfaces. Interfacing such a device to
VWDWHRIWKHDUW &38·V UHsults in a performance bottleneck, as the CPU and the
system bus may be blocked
for several thousand cycles
by a single access to one
register of the CAN controller.
The introduction of serial system buses like PCI
Express makes the situation even worse, as these
bus systems are optimized
for streaming large blocks
of data from the device to
the memory of the host CPU
and vice versa, while normal
standalone CAN controllers
rely on single byte-accesses. The resource “System
Bus Interface” is blocked
for the other threads in the
CPU core, that is used by

the CAN process, as well
as for all other CPU cores.
Therefore you have to minimize “read” accesses to the
device, and all “write” accesses should be posted,
so the CPU does not need
to wait for the completion of
the accesses.
As an extreme example, the read access to an
8-bit register of a CAN device connected by PCI Express, may take up to 2000
ns, and a 3-GHz CPU has
to wait here for 6000 clock
cycles. Today, as even PCI
slots may be connected
with a PCI Express to PCI
bridge to the host CPU,
a single byte access to a
PCI device is even slower
due to the additional delay
of the PCI Express to PCI
bridge. Note: While the access-time to the real device
is less than 100 ns long, the
time is spent sending for
example a 160 bit long re-

quest packet to the PCI Express Bridge, then waiting
the 100ns device access
time, and for replying a 160
bit long answer packet from
the PCI Express Bridge to
the CPU.

The basic CAN core
The basic CAN core is built
up from a CAN bit-stream
engine, two FIFO memories
and a register file. The bitstream engine constructs
the stuffed CAN message,
arbitrates for the bus, sends
the message, adds the
CRC and framing bits and
checks for retransmission.
It also receives the data
from the bus, does the CRC
check, and sends ACK and
Error flags. The handling of
the CAN error states is implemented, too.
The register file is the
interface to the driver and
it is connected to the bit-
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dimmable

transmissive color TFT
dimmable

transmissive color TFT
dimmable

1
-

1
3x analog IN
2x digital OUT

-

2
3x analog IN
2x digital OUT

-

2
4x analog IN
3x digital OUT

-

4x analog IN
3x digital OUT

1

-

1

1

1

8/1/-

5/1/-

-

-

1

1

1

1

9 V - 60 V
-30 ... +65 / -22 ... +149

9 V - 60 V
-30 ... +65 / -22 ... +149

8 V - 36 V
-40 ... +75 / -40 ... +167

8 V - 36 V
-40 ... +75 / -40 ... +167

IP 65
CE, FCC
251002008
251002036

IP 65
CE, FCC

IP 65
CE

IP 65
CE

Visualize CAN data in color:
robust and flexible display to
connect up to 4 cameras.

251007003

-/-/-/-/1
1 multicolor indicator
-

251007022

Versatile color display in
16:9 format which can be
mounted in 4 different positions:
0°, 90°, 180° and 270°.

251007031

1

251007032

Cost-effective multicolor display
usable in landscape or portrait
format, optionally available with
touch screen.

11 / 1 / 11 / 1 / 1
1 multicolor indicator
-

251007029

1

251007030

Sophisticated multicolor display in
high resolution with multiple keys
and a jog wheel, optionally available
with touch screen

RMsys Configurator

Use it to define all display elements as
well as texts and map any function to the
display’s keys and LEDs. Multilingual application interfaces with individual fonts
can easily be created.
Customization and design
Thanks to this sophisticated software you
will be able to configure the RM Displays
according to your needs – without any
programming skills required.

Protocols and communication

Configure communcation
The RMsys Configurator can handle CAN
messages from any CAN protocol, for example CANopen®, J1939, etc.
A DBC import function can be used for
CAN database files (*.dbc). Then, CAN
messages (Rx/Tx), internal variables and
mapping will automatically be created.

Languages and fonts

Load any font
One further advantage of the software is
the integrated multiple language support.
Use different Windows® or customerspecific fonts. Alternatively, you can define your own fonts and characters.
Each language is saved in a different text
table with assigned fonts, so that it is
easy to switch between them.

Operation Manager
Versatile use

Configure the screen
Do logic and math, trigger actions
Use RMsys Configurator to customize:
s Text elements
s Graphics
s Bar diagrams
s Pointer instruments
s Animations
s Geometric figures
s Numeric representations

The Operation Manager allows you to define operations, which can be conditional and will be executed periodically, as
well as different job types. For example,
it is possible to send CAN messages or
increment, decrement and calculate with
arithmetic and logic operations.

All in one
RMsys Configurator can be used for all
RM Displays likewise: From the compact RM Display 1001 to RM Display
3011/3012 in multicolor. Thus, you will
be able to adapt all your RM Displays easily and quickly. Try it now!

In addition, it is possible to integrate
video signals and to control the display,
color and position dynamically.

RM MICHAELIDES
SOFTWARE & ELEKTRONIK GMBH
Headquarters
$ONAUSTR   &ULDA 'ERMANY
0HONE     &AX 
INFO RMCANCOM RMCANCOM

RM MICHAELIDES
SOFTWARE & ELECTRONIC CORP.
US Subsidiary
 % -ONUMENT !VE 3UITE 
$AYTON /HIO   53!
4OLL &REE 53   2-#!. 53
0HONE
   
&AX
   
INFO RMCANCOM RMCANCOM

©   2- -ICHAELIDES 3OFTWARE  %LEKTRONIK 'MB( s !LL RIGHTS RESERVED s 4ECHNICAL ALTERATIONS WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

Flexible configuration software
To configure the different available
displays before use, RM provides
a software which allows for easy
setting of the screen view: RMsys
Configurator.
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Figure 3: CAN core with bus-master DMA unit
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Figure 4: Adding a DDR-RAM interface
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Figure 5: Typical CAN interface unit
stream engine by means of
transmit and receive FIFOs.
It also provides the bit-timing parameters for the bit
stream engine and reports
the status information from
the bit-stream engine to the
driver. The time-stamp generator is an input to the CAN
core, because all instances
of the core must use the
same time-stamp.
A global register file
provides the number of
cores in this FPGA to the
driver, generates the timestamps for all cores, and informs the driver about the
cores that needs attention.
With this basic implementation, it is possible to
send CAN frames and to
start transmission with only
four write-access cycles to
the controller, and to read

not require the revalidation
of the entire FPGA.
There are many possible applications for a large
RAM within a CAN interface. It can be simply used
as memory for a “soft” CPU
or even as a “perfect” filter
for all 29-bit CAN identifier.
It is easy to add a PCI
or PCI Express core to an
FPGA, to get a “CAN chip”
with such an interface. As
most state-of-the-art FP*$·V DUH QR ORQJHU 9 WROerant, and the PCI slots in
PRGHUQ 3&·V DUH VWLOO FRGed as 5 volt slots, this is no
solution for a general market interface, but is a good
solution for an embedded system. PCI Express
interfaces do not have such
restrictions.

a CAN frame within six cycles, including two cycles
for a 64-bit time-stamp.

Additional functions
The bus-master unit transfers CAN frames and “transmit done” or “transmit aborted” indications from the
cores into the memory of
the host system without the
help of the host CPU.
A local CPU can be helpful for a CAN interface that
needs to send periodically
data. Adding a “soft” CPU
to the IP core does not
use too much resources in
the FPGA, and it is usually
much easier to implement
more complex actions in a
“C” program than in VHDL.
Additionally changing the
software for this CPU does

The CAN core is used
PRVWO\ LQ ;LOLQ[ )3*$·V DW
the moment. It is possible
to implement more than 12
&$1 FRUH·V ZLWK EXVPDVter support in a Spartan
XC3S1600E chip. Depending on the number of CAN
interfaces needed, there
are many resources left
for a soft CPU and other advanced features. Implementations in combination with error injection or
IRIG-B have already been
realized.
Nowadays, we are using the CAN core in many
different products. The family of CAN/400 boards is
build up of a PMC, Compact PCI, PCI and PCI Express board. These boards
use the additional DDRRAM interface and also the
PCI bus-master engine. On
the AMC-CAN board, there
is no external RAM. The
CAN core combined with a
PCI Express endpoint in the
FPGA is used on a custom
board with an Intel ATOM
CPU and a XMC board with
a QorIQ P2041 quad core
PowerPC microprocessor.
Finally the basic configuration is used on our VMEbus-CPU and other customboards.
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Conclusion
The 32-bit register FIFO
interface of the CAN
core implemented in an
FPGA overcomes the
long access times of
stand-alone CAN controllers connected to
high-end microprocessors. The streaming of
data from the CAN network into the memory
of the host CPU by busmaster DMA improves
the interface performance. Deep FIFO
sizes for reading and
writing, precise timestamps and the ability
to abort a CAN frame
accurately, even if it is
in the transmit FIFO
(as needed for more
sophisticated CAN
protocols such as Arinc
825) and a register
model optimized for the
needs of CAN, are
additional features to
minimize waitingcycles. Depending on
the selected features,
up to twelve CAN cores
fit into an Xilinx Spartan
XC3S1600E FPGA.
Next steps
“We have already
added an error injection
unit as an option to the
CAN core. Future
directions may be more
diagnostic tools, like
monitoring and
recording of the CAN
bit-stream.”
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Modular deburring machine
with a touch-panel PLC
Sascha Christmann

Author
Sascha Christmann
Technical support
Pro-Face Deutschland
GmbH
Albertus-Magnus-Str. 11
DE-42719 Solingen
Links
www.proface.de
www.ernst-maschinen.de
Machine builder
Paul Ernst is a mid-range
machine tool manufacturer with 60 employees
and an export share
of over 70 %. The company provides development, assembly and
service for its deburring
machines for sheet
metal as well as sanding
machines for the
furniture industry. The
technical solutions are
based on a modular machine concept to match
customer requirements.
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Figure 1: All modules of the Atlas series by Paul Ernst

B

urring and surface treat- module, is possible trough nal and the peripheral I/Os,
ment of metal plates are retrofitting, making invest- we made use of the posithe tasks of the Atlas (dry ment costs for new equip- tive experiences of our sister company Jumag Dampftreatment) and Neptun (wet ment omit.
”Regarding the design erzeuger, who are successtreatment) machine generations by Paul Ernst Mas- process since early 2009 fully using Pro-Face prodchinenfabrik. The modular we consequently standard- ucts for quite some time,”
design concepts and divi- ized all mechanical, pneu- meant Dirk Zimmermann.
The use of Autodesk
sion into specialized func- matical and eletronical
tional units enable burring- interfaces between the var- Inventor 3D CAD software
in combination with
task to cope with the
the control compoDFWXDO FXVWRPHUV·
nents from Pro-Face
DQG XVHUV· UHTXLUHThe development tool
enabled the moduments, which are
GP-Pro EX supportlar approach in the
subject to constant
ed our great ideas for the
machines mechanchange.
Currently
modular machine concept,
ical and electrical
offered are deburrit is transparent, fast
construction as well
ing, brushing, brushas in the machines
ing cross, rotor and
and efficient in usage.
software. The cengrinding
modules.
tral control unit in the
The
appropriate
Dirk Zimmermann
system is the Touchtreatment process
PLC AGP3300 by
and the demands of
end users determine which ious functional units,” said Pro-Face. This hybrid demodules are actually select- Dirk Zimmermann, Techni- vice acts as the controller
ed. The customer may ex- cal Director at Paul Ernst (PLC) for the various machine functions. It commutend his machine with units Maschinenfabrik.
nicates with the functional
from his own stock or newunits via CANopen. The sely added modules and thus Central control unit
rial bus approach allows the
offer new machining processes. The uptake of new ”In selecting the central changing or upgrading of
technologies into the pro- control unit of the machine, the machine configuration
gram, such as an engraving including the operator termi- by docking the functional
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Figure 2: Setting of preferences for the
burring process via the touch-panel
units. Also electrical safety
is taken into account, as the
only electrical connections
between the machine modules is the CAN network
and the operating voltage
(24 V and 400V). Regarding
the CANopen interface, the
controller complies with the
according specifications as
defined by CAN in Automation (CiA).
The touch-panel integrates also a USB interface. Service functions (e.g.
backup and update the entire configuration data or
backup of displayed alarm
and system messages) may
be integrated. These start
automatically by means of
a pop-up window or self-automated functions when a
USB flash drive is connected. Through this feature,
the exchange of data (e.g.
via email) and quick failure
analysis is possible from
nearly all over the world.
The individual configurable
user (or user group) levels
are adjustable by a provided password-management.

Software solution
CANopen-Configurator integration software by ProFace provides a drag-anddrop interface for single
(relies on single EDS files)
and modular type devices
(with modular EDS files).
The software fulfills importing and interpreting of EDS
(electronic data sheet) files
as well as handling of EDS
files, with “slight” errors, e.g.
wrong manufacturer code.
After implementing the EDS
file, the user has to name
the PDOs (process data objects) and may start design-

ing his GUI (graphical user
interface) getting required
PLC functionality. Optionally SDO (service data object)
communication may be created within the software.
Pro-Face provides different types of CANopen
connection – either being NMT slave in a master-driven network or being the NMT master itself.
The manufacturer offers
the HTB terminal with highspeed counter functions or
PWM capabilities and the
EXM modules (attachable
to HTB) offering such options as analog in-/outputs,
relays or temperature probe
inputs.
The development software GP-Pro EX covers the
aspects of project development and active work. The
tool is suited for both the
design and configuration of
the user interface as well
as the programming of the
PLC. The combination in
one software package results in a time-saving solution as no time is lost for
switching between applications and workflows. The
unified data-base allows access to all relevant project
data offering drag-and-drop
functionality for efficient
working. ”Also, other peripherals, such as frequency and position sensors,
were easily integrated with
the CANopen NMT master
of the AGP3300,” added the
Technical Director.
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CiA 402 not only for operation,
but also for device testing
András Lelkes

Author
Dr. András Lelkes
a.lelkes@gefeg-neckar.de
Company
Gefeg-Neckar
Antriebssysteme GmbH
Industriestr. 25-27
DE-78559 Gosheim
Tel.: +49-7426-608-0
The company is the
successor of Gefeg
founded in 1948 and
Neckar Kleinstmotoren
founded in 1967.
The latter produced
compact brushless
DC (BLDC) motors
with integrated electronic motor control
since 1995.
In 2005, the merged
companies started
the development of
an electronic platform
with the capability of
communication. Feedback from customers
showed that CANopen
was a good choice for
a high-performance but
cost-effective bus
solutions.
Links
www.gefeg-neckar.de
www.microchip.com
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Figure 1: Brushless DC motor with integrated CANopen
interface (MC 663)

T

he first application of
our motion control platform was a compact BLDC
(brushless DC) drive. These
motors have long service
life as a result of the brushless technique. The highquality rare-earth magnets
enable high efficiency, and
the compact, closed construction guarantees a high
environmental
protecting
class. The motors can be
combined, similar to all motors of this manufacturer,
with worm, spur and planetary gears, with brakes and
with shaft encoders.
The control algorithms
are implemented in the
dsPIC33F digital signal processor (DSP) by Microchip.
Three Hall sensors detect
the rotor position, which
serves for proper electronic
commutation of the brushless motor. Additionally, the
Hall sensors are used for
speed measurement and
for speed control. The 24-V
power module is based on
SMD-MOSFET
transistors. They are soldered on
a PCB from aluminum enabling proper cooling.
The integrated CAN
interface is compliant to
the CiA 402 CANopen profile for drives and motion
controllers. This makes
testing easy and enables

direct parameter settings.
The firmware also includes
a boot-loader, which allows
firmware updates via the
CANopen interface.
The MQ 667 brushless
motor with a 68-mm diameter features an optimized
magnet circuit and an improved winding technology.
In comparison to its ancestor with the same diameter
(M 663), axial length is decreased by 15 %, torque is
increased by 60 % and cogging torque is reduced considerably.
The PMDC (permanent
magnet DC) motor uses the
same electronic platform.
In spite of mechanical com-
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mutation, these drives also
contain Hall sensors for the
position detection. These
sensors deliver speed information for the closedloop speed control.
By integrating all components such as power unit,
motor control unit, measurement system and bus interface, wiring and planning
effort is reduced to a minimum. Only the supply cable
and the bus cable remain.
Therefore, the overall availability increases. Furthermore, the space required in
the electronics cabinet is reduced. Nevertheless, there
are applications where the
integrated solution is not
preferable. The reason can
be that environmental temperature is too high or that
installation space is strongly limited. To cover such
applications, an external
control unit with CAN interface has been developed.
This control unit is based
on the same hardware and
firmware as used in the integrated solutions. This
Figure 2: BLDC motor
(MQ 667) with integrated
CAN interface

Figure 3: PMDC motor
(PC 6355) with integrated
CAN interface

NEW PRODUCT

PCIe
CAN Interface

USB
CAN Interface

PCI-104
CAN Interface

PCI
CAN Interface

PC-104
CAN Interface

Ethernet
CAN Interface

CAN Interfaces for Your Requirements
•
•
•
•

Economical solutions for series applications
Optimized for industrial applications
Solutions for stationary and mobile use
Software support for bus-analysis,
measurement and control

www.ems-wuensche.com
Sonnenhang 3
D-85304 Ilmmünster
Tel. +49-8441-490260
Fax. +49-8441-81860
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Drive commissioning software

Figure 4:
External CAN interface unit
for BLDC and PMDC motors
allows controlling standalone PMDC and BLDC motors in the same way.

For commissioning, parameter setting,
manual testing and monitoring the motors with integrated electronics, the “MotorMonitor” software for Windows computers has been developed. The software is written in the C++ programming
language. It needs a CAN/USB adapter to communicate with the motor using the CANopen communication services. At first, the PC software establishes the communication with the motor.
After that, it requests the firmware version of the drive. The software contains

a database with all released firmware
versions. Therefore, only the parameters implemented in the actual motor are
displayed. The software tool allows the
user to change parameters, control the
drive or monitor important data such as
rotor position, velocity, power consumption, and temperature. The company
grants rights of use of this software to
its customers free-of-charge. However,
customers cannot change certain safety-relevant parameters.

Graphical user interface of the
“MotorMonitor” commissioning software
(“Parameters” tab card)

“State Machine” tab card of the
commissioning software

Electronically
commutated motors
for 230-VAC mains
At safety low-voltage drives,
the AC mains voltage has to
be converted in two steps.
A switch-mode AC/DC converter generates a safety-low voltage (e.g. 24 VDC)
from the 230 VAC (50 Hz).
From this DC voltage, the
commutation unit generates
a three-phase AC voltage
system with variable amplitude and frequency for the
motor windings.
Using a commutation
unit for direct mains operation, investment spending, system complexity and
power dissipation can be
reduced. For this reason,
such commutation electronics were developed based
on an intelligent power
module. In comparison to a
safety low-voltage DC unit,
additional functional blocks
have to be integrated:
X Single phase bridge rectifier
X DC link capacitor
X Initial current limiter
X EMC filter
X Switched mode DC/DC
converter for the internal
control electronics
X Safe potential separation
between power circuits
and bus signals
The difficulty of this task is
the design of a compact unit
while fulfilling the statutory low-voltage directive and
EMC regulations. An additional problem is how to re-
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solve effective cooling in order to guarantee a reliable
operation of the power and
control electronics and to
ensure a sufficient life span
of the temperature-sensitive electrolytic DC link capacitors. By integrating this
electronic unit in a motor
with permanent magnet rotor, an electronically commutated (EC) motor with integrated CAN interface for
230-VAC supply has been
developed.

Induction motors
with CANopen
Induction motors have a
lower nominal torque and a
lower level of efficiency than
electronically
commutated motors do. However, induction motors do not need
expensive rare-earth magnets for their production.

For speed variable drives, a
converter can supply the induction motor with variable
frequency.
With a modified firmware, the commutation unit
of the EC motor can act as
a frequency converter for
three-phase induction motors. By integrating this unit
into the motor housing, a
compact variable speed
induction drive can be
achieved.

Figure 5:
Commutation unit
with CAN interface
for direct 230-VAC
(50 Hz) supply
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Benefits of this drive
are CANopen interface and
closed-loop speed control,
similar to those of all the
other members of the large
family of drives with the
same electronic platform.

Automatic inspection
system
The integrated CAN interface also enables an easy,
cost effective but detailed

Application: CAN Network Technology
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Abstract
This article describes the
development of a family
of sub-fractional horsepower electric motors
with integrated CANopen
interface. The integration
of motor and control unit
with CANopen allows
an automatic final test in
the motor production line
without the need of test
stands.
DC motor benefits
Due to inexpensive
magnet systems
(sintered ferrite
segments) and
automatic production
lines, DC motors are
cost effective. On the
other side, the life
expectancy of these
motors is limited by the
commutation system
consisting of
collector and
graphite brushes.
However, there are
numerous applications
where the necessary
active service hours do
not exceed the
maximum limit, in the
majority of cases 3000
hours. In such
applications, a
conventional DC motor
with integrated speed
control and bus
interface might prove to
be an interesting and
cost effective
alternative.

test of these motors in the
production line. For the final test, a test system has
been developed. It utilizes
the CANopen protocol to
communicate with the integrated electronic platform
(CiA 402). The test program is based on the routines of the commissioning
software. Without requiring any expensive test station, it is now possible to
test the drives automatically. There is no need for any
additional sensors for testing, because the integrated
intelligent control unit contains all the sensors needed for an ad-equate test.
The test computer communicates with the micro-controller in the motor via CAN
the measured values (supply voltage, motor current,
rotor position, speed, and
temperature).
The test computer itself is integrated into the
computer system of the production facility. The production planning and control
system (PPC) generates
updated files containing the
current released production
orders (job account number, tracking number, internal part number, product
name, and production volume).
The tester adds his or
her name to the protocol
and scans the bar code of
the production document.
After that, the test computer identifies the drive in the
production order file. For
every product, three specific ASCII files are prepared and stored in the test
system:

Figure 6: EC motor (MCN
963) with integrated CAN
interface for 230-VAC (50
Hz) supply

Figure 7: Variable speed
induction drive (ACN 984)
with integrated CANopen
interface

Test procedure and expected test results
X Rating plate data
X Parameter data at delivery
In the first step of test, the
CANopen
communication channel is opened and
tested. After that, the firmware version of the drive is
checked to prevent any errors. (Once a customer tested and approved the engineering samples received,
the firmware in this product
will not be changed without
permission of the customer. Therefore, every product can have a specific firmware version).
In the next step, the information provided by the
sensors integrated in the
motor is checked. Incorrect Hall-signals, unrealistic
temperature values, incorrect voltage values, and DC
current values outside the
tolerance range can be detected. If the sensors work
properly, the digital inputs
and outputs and the analog

input processed by the 12bit analog/digital converter
of the micro-controller are
proofed individually.
Before starting the motor, the power stage of the
control unit is tested. In this
mode, the control unit works
similar to a motor controller
for stepper motors. After five
steps, all the power switches (MOSFETs or IGBTs) will
have been checked.
For the test run, the
motor is operated in openloop speed control mode
with 100 % PWM factor.
Clockwise and anti-clockwise, speed and motor current are monitored and analyzed. From maximum
speed, the motor will be
slowed down to standstill. In
doing so, the ballast circuit
can be examined. As a last
test step, the motor is accelerated to maximum speed
and the power stage is disabled. The motor will coast.
Analyzing the deceleration
of the rotor, friction in the
bearing system and in the
gear can be tested.
After a successful test,
the measurement data is archived and the motor is parameterized according to the
agreement with the customer about settings on delivery. The parameter set also
contains an individual test
number for perfect traceability. Then the rating plate with
product name, part number, test number and nominal data is printed as an adhesive label and the motor is
ready for delivery.

X

Table 1: Sensors integrated into the motor
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EtherCAN - A Linux Based Gateway
•
•
•
•
•

EtherCAN Version 2.1 with increased performance
Fast 32-Bit Processor Winbond W90N740CD
16MB SDRAM, 2MB Flash, 10/100MBit Ethernet
Optional: Application Package with CANopen Master
Optional: Application Development Kit

Switching Cam Encoders and Inclinometers
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Linear Transducers and Rotary Encoders
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Switching Cam Encoders

Inclinometers

Inductive Linear Tranducers

Magnetic Rotary Encoders

Play-free electronic switching
cam encoders instead of
mechanical cam switches

Contactless, wear-free sensor
system in MEMS technology

Measuring ranges up to 360 mm

36 to 50 mm diameter

Completely potted housing

Max.13 Bit/360°

Various mechanical designs to meet
VSHFL¿FDSSOLFDWLRQUHTXLUHPHQWV

Housing: aluminium or stainless
steel

Integrated electro-magnetic
encoder
Position signal and output
switches (max. 4) programmable via CANopen bus system

1 or 2 measuring axes
Selectable measuring range
Housing: aluminium or stainless
steel
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With bootloader functionality
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With CAN network
across the seven seas
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Author
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O

ne of mankind´s oldest means of transportation and travel are
ships and boats, used to
cross the world´s rivers and
oceans. While they have
constantly been used thousands of years, their technology has always evolved
to reinvent themselves and
keep moving with the requirements arising from a
changing world. The development continues since the
demand for the transportation of goods and people
by seaway is continually increasing. The very traditional marine industry that has
developed over time is always looking to take advantage of technical development arising from other industrial sectors. Therefore
all the technologies that triggered industrial revolutions
can also be found onboard
of modern ships. Shipbuilders have the same requirements as other industries to
increase both the efficiency and effectiveness of their
equipment to stay ahead of
competitors.
Due to this fact, technical alliances were cre-

ated to transfer the expertise from other industries
into shipbuilding. For example, no ship manufacturer
would build engines or engine control systems. This
part would be outsourced to
partners with the respective
expertise and experience.

Usage of CAN
Leading engine manufacturers such as MaK, Caterpillar, Deutz, MAN Diesel & Turbo, Wärtsilä or Volvo Penta use CAN as quasi
standard, which means that
the IT (information tech-

nology) infrastructure onboard a ship must be able
to handle both the protocol
and the messages transmitted over it to efficiently control the security systems of the main engines
and generators. Furthermore, CAN network is used
to monitor the engine and
ship functions, such as exhaust-gas-temperature averaging system, load state
measurement, ballast tank
monitoring systems, wake
state system with engineercall-function, display for fire
control equipment, automation system, pump con-

Figure 1: A simple network topology with NMEA 2000
devices (Source: NMEA)
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CAN Network Technology
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• Machine automation
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CANopen device certification
®

Proof the CANopen compliance
of your device

– in a trustworthy way –
For more information on the conformance testing tool please visit
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Application

Abstract
It is no secret that
Controller Area Network
(CAN), invented in 1983
by Robert Bosch, was
originally designed to
control engines in an
extremely secure and
reliable way in
environments with lots
of noise. Naturally, this
kind of technology is
used onboard ships as
they house by far the
biggest and strongest
engines ever built.

NMEA association
NMEA was founded in 1957 by a group
of electronic dealers to strengthen relationships with electronic manufacturers. After the incorporation of NMEA in
1969, the association began publish the
association newsletter ”NMEA News” in
the early seventies. Publication of the
news continues today as the Marine
Electronics Journal, the Official Journal
of the NMEA.
NMEA created the only uniform interface standard for digital data exchange
between different marine electronic products back in the early eighties.
The NMEA 0183 Interface Standard is
widely accepted by manufacturers and
is recognized by maritime agencies
worldwide. Frank Cassidy was instrumental in having the standard adopted as the basis of an international standard by the International Electrotechnical Commission in Europe. The updating and expanding of the protocol and
development of future standards is continued today by a committee of NMEA
trol and door-bulkhead control. In relation to this, efficient control means decentralized acquisition, collection and aggregation of relevant data as well as grouping, formatting, delaying or
suppressing of signals. Required is also individual display of data at the conning
systems in the control room
and at the bridge. All this effort is made to enable the
crew to determine the overall state of the ship and the
conditions of the equipment anytime, and to allow

volunteers under the direction of Steve
Spitzer, NMEA Technical Director.
In the early eighties, the CMET (Certified Marine Electronic Technician Program) was created. The purpose of the
CMET Program was to assure the consumer that the technician working on
his vessel had more than a basic knowledge of electronics in general. With this
certification, the technician demonstrated a competency and familiarity with
marine products. The CMET Program
continues today, as the ever-increasing
need for such a program exists.
The association provides a forum for its
members through frequent communications from the national office, regional
meetings and its annual conference. It
also focuses on educating the public in
safe and proper use of marine electronLFVDQGVWUHQJWKHQLQJWKHDVVRFLDWLRQ·V
presence in the marine electronics industry.
Source: http://www.nmea.org/content/
join_the_nmea/history.asp

remote control and the automation of recurring processes.

NMEA specifications
Besides this application,
CAN is used in another
less obvious environment
– yet it is gaining more and
more attention there, and it
has already become a standard for smaller boats and
yachts. CAN supports the
communication infrastructure and the network backbone for the communica-

Figure 2: A typical NMEA 2000 installation (Source: NMEA)
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tion with marine equipment
used for safe navigation.
Such equipment as AIS,
Gyro, Log, Radar, Speed,
GPS etc., is connected to
bridge systems via NMEA
(National Marine Electronics Association) interfaces.
NMEA is a combined electrical and data specification
for communication between
marine electronic devices.
While the standard
NMEA 0183 (IEC 61162-1) is
build on the EIA-232 interface, the next step of evolution has been made by creating the NMEA 2000 (IEC
61162-3) standard. NMEA
2000 connects devices onboard ships and vessels using the CAN technology. It
is based on the SAE J1939
higher-level protocol, but
defines its own messages.
NMEA 2000 devices and
J1939 devices can be made
to co-exist on the same
physical network.
The only cabling standard approved by NMEA
for the use with NMEA2000
networks is the DeviceNet
cabling standard, which
is controlled by the Open
DeviceNet Vendors Association (ODVA). Such cabling

CAN Topology
Components

Figure 3: Networked ship control (Source: Moxa)
systems are permitted to
be labeled as ”NMEA 2000
Approved”. The DeviceNet
standard defines the levels
of shielding, conductor size,
weather resistance, and
flexibility, all of which are
not necessarily met by other cabling solutions marketed as ”NMEA 2000” compatible.
NMEA 2000 was created to overcome the weakness of NMEA 0183, which
is based on point-to-point
communication
requires
complex wiring systems.
NMEA 0183 also lacks on
bandwidth, as the highest
speed is 38400 bits per second. It was not designed to
handle the current volume
of traffic nor the integration
of devices required by customers. The former standard has no certification
process and does not specify physical layers (cables/
connectors). This makes
plug-and-play functionality
difficult to achieve.
In the last 10 years,
NEMA 2000 has gained
popularity and it is now
widely used in small boats
and yachts. It provides the
advantages of CAN technology, multi-master capability, drive-by-wire function, real-time control and
status information, autopilot control, navigation information, vessel monitoring
as well as electrical system control and status. The
network uses the bit-rate of
250 kbit/s (50 times faster than NMEA 0183) and is
up to 200 m long. Up to 50
physical nodes and up to
252 functional nodes may
be supported.

Conclusion
NMEA 2000 is an
open CAN-based
industry network
standard that allows
data sharing among
disparate devices
from different
manufacturers. It
accommodates
real-time control and
status information,
and it has a
standardized
physical layer (cable
and connectors).
Devices can be
certified to reduce or
eliminate
interoperability
issues. The time
behavior is
deterministic to
ensure that critical
messages will
reliably be put
through. NMEA 2000
network protocol is
industry-proof, open
standard for marine
electronics, engines,
electrical data, and
other data
applications.
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Vibration alarm in the
wind power plant!
Company
TWK Elektronik
Heinrichstr. 85
DE-40041 Duesseldorf
Tel.: +49-211-96117-0
Fax: +49-211-637705
info@twk.de
www.twk.de
Founded in 1962, the
company develops,
manufactures, and sells
sensor systems for rotary and linear measurement. The sensors are
used in different applications ranging from labeling machines and large
paper machines to camera control systems and
wind turbines.
Introduction
Wind power plants are
complex systems, which
have been refined down
to the last detail, bearing
witness to the fine art
of engineering. Equally
high demands are made
on the individual
components, which
comprise such a system,
and by no means least
on the sensor system,
which is employed.
However, a sensor
system is not only
required to operate such
a wind power plant,
there are also a number
of sensors, whose task
is to protect the system.
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ANopen
networks
have
been
in use for a
long time in
wind power
plants as an
interface for
communication between
the
control
system and
some
device. It not
only enables
the measurement data to be transmitted quickly and securely. In
addition, CANopen may be
used to transmit a range of
parameters, which are important as regards safe
function, e.g. to the sensors. This enables the customer to easily undertake
extensive checks and parameterization in order to
set the sensor to the desired requirements, as will
be explained in greater detail further on.
One important physical measurement variable,
which has to be recorded
in order to protect the system, is the vibrations, which
occur during operation, primarily in the gondola or just
beneath the gondola in the
mast. If these vibrations are
excessively strong, the entire system is detrimentally
affected. Cracking or even
fractures may occur in the
mast due to the acceleration forces, which arise. Irrespective of why excessive
vibrations occur, the system
has to be shut down when
danger is looming.
Firstly such vibrations
may be caused by internal
occurrences. If, for exam-

plants, and is
equipped with
a CANopen
interface,
which is used
to
parameterize
the
sensor. The
MEMS acceleration sensor, which is
used registers the vibrations
in
a frequency
range
from
ple, the transmission or the 0,1 Hz to approximately 50
bearings are damaged, ex- Hz. With a 32-bit controltensive vibrations may oc- ler, this frequency range
cur in the main shaft. These is subdivided into several
vibrations lie in a frequen- bands using high-order digcy range from approximate- ital band-pass filters in orly 10 Hz to 50 Hz. Second- der to separate the differly, external influences may ent causes of the vibrations.
cause the system to os- Uninteresting interference
cillate. Amongst other as- frequencies are filtered out.
pects, this includes rotor The sensor measures on
blade icing. This does not two axes, i.e. the acceleraoccur evenly and leads to tion, which occurs in each
rotor imbalance, which may direction on the x/y plane is
cause the entire system to continually registered and
vibrate. Or not favorable output as an analogue sigwind conditions lead to ex- nal (4 to 20 mA). Either with
tensive movement on the x and y separated or as the
part of the gondola and thus geometrical sum s = ¥[2+y2.
the mast. In this case, the
This therefore enfrequencies typically lie in DEOHV WKH V\VWHP·V RVFLOODthe 0,1 Hz to 15 Hz range.
tion and vibration status to
These vibrations and be ascertained at any time
oscillations have to be de- as part of system monitortermined as part of a wind ing. One further interestSRZHU SODQW·V YLEUDWLRQ ing characteristic offered
monitoring in order to cause by these NVA65 series senthe control system to shut sors is their integrated limthe system down or halt it in it value relays. These have
the event that relevant limit the task of switching in the
values are exceeded.
event that certain acceleraThis is where the tion limit values are exceedNVA65 vibration sensor ed. This enables the actuacomes into play. This de- tion of peripheral devices,
vice is specifically designed which e.g. shut the system
to meet the needs and re- off or initiate other meaquirements of wind power sures. In the TWK model,
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CANopen Products
and Services
©

Figure 1: NVA65 vibration sensor
the geometrical sum S is
used to switch the relays.
As S increases, a warning
message is initially output
via a relay; if it continues to
increase, an alarm is then
output via a further relay.
Separate relays are provided for the various frequency
ranges to enable the warning and alarm to be output
separately depending on
the cause. The customer
can parameterize the two
limit values for the warning and alarm. This is carried out using the CANopen
interface that complies with
CiA 301 (application layer)
and CiA 410 (inclinometer
profile). This profile reveals
certain objects, which can
be used for parameterization purposes. In this case,
this refers to the objects
6000h to 6006h. These can
be used firstly to define the
resolution (object 6000 h)
and secondly, the acceleration limit values at which
they are to trigger can be
assigned to the limit value
relays. This is important to
the wind power plant manufacturer, as it enables the
sensor to be adapted to the
relevant type of plant without having to separately order several different types
of sensor from the supplier.
For example, object 6001h
is used to transmit the triggering value of the warning
relay for the low mast vibration frequencies (band from
0,1 to 0,6 Hz) to the vibration sensor. Object 6002h
involves the corresponding
value for the alarm relay.
The subsequent objects are
used for the higher mast vibration frequencies (band
from 0,6 to 15 Hz).

Conclusion
The described
sensor shows that
the CANopen
interface offers a
suitable solution even
in the case of a
complex measurement. Due to its
flexibility and
variability, it is not
only possible to
transmit the
measured values to
the control system –
a number of different
parameterization and
control options are
also available.
Following the
development of the
play-free
electronic NOCx64
switching cam
encoder for pitch and
azimuth regulation,
the NVA65 vibration
sensor extends and
rounds off the
PDQXIDFWXUHU·VUDQJH
of sensors for the
wind power industry.

CANopen© Master/Slave protocol
software for the development
of embedded applications
Windows driver API and
PC interfaces
Tools for configuration,
testing and analyzing
Consultation, implementation
and development services
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Open software platform for
industrial vehicles
Ken Lindfors

Author
Ken Lindfors,
Head of Technology
at CrossControl,
joined the Swedish
company in 1998.
He worked
previously with
Telia developing
telecommunication
software.
Company
CrossCrontrol AB
Kopparlundsvägen 14
SE-72130 Västerås
Tel.: +46-2140-3222
Fax: +46-2140-3210
Links
www.crosscontrol.com
www.3s-software.com
Introduction
Industrial vehicle
OEMs face a market,
where end-users ask
for better operator
support and usability
in vehicle control.
CrossControl
proposes an open
software tool chain
approach for Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI). With touchscreens that provide
intuitive ways of
interaction and sharp
GUIs, Smartphones
represent a reference
for nowadays product
usability. And now
operators of industrial
vehicles start asking
for the same user
experience in
industrial vehicles.
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bserving first meetings ufacturers of how their ma- new markets where operabetween end-users and chines are used only at a tor skill levels are different
vehicles at e.g. Bauma 2010 fraction of the full poten- from traditional markets.
For the industry to reand Conexpo 2011 con- tial. It is often the case that
firmed that operators are we design the HMI systems spond to these challengopen to, or even expect, based on our own, often es you need many things
modern HMI solutions; after engineering-based, back- but the software strategy
getting seated in the cabin ground. Successful design is fundamental. Small- and
and some fiddling with joy- of HMI systems puts more medium-sized OEMs in
sticks their next move is to focus on the operator real- many cases rely on hardseek interaction with the LW\ DQG WUDQVODWHV ¶ORZOHY- ware suppliers that control
machine by pressing the in- HO· WHFKQLFDO IHDWXUHV LQ WKH the software functionality
in displays and othcab display with their
er devices. This may
finger.
work fine in day-toAnother obserBy using state-of-theday business but with
vation in our business
art, open frameworks it
more of the value in
is that very little atis possible to realize the preterms of user experitention is given to the
mium user experience that will
ence being realized in
graphical design in
differentiate successful
software, there is an
user interfaces. With
eminent risk that the
consumers expecting
industrial vehicle brands.
vehicle OEM is not in
a brand to be all-encontrol of the value
compassing, a welldesigned user interface vehicle system into value added. Large OEMs have in
should address not only the functions that the operator most cases this control but
usability of the vehicle but can understand and utilize. often spend resources on
DOVRWKHJLYHQEUDQG·VYLVX- This may often include au- low-level software and the
al appearance. This repre- tomating certain operations, application frameworks, resents a major untapped po- pre-defining
operation sources that instead could
tential for differentiation in modes and implementing be spent on value-adding
the industrial vehicle mar- easy-to-understand
set- applications.
With the well-estabket.
tings. The need of this apWe constantly hear proach is made even more lished standards and open,
witness from vehicle man- evident when moving into powerful and hardware in-
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dependent frameworks and
tools available, industrial vehicle OEMs have the opportunity to source electronics
and software frameworks
and focus their system engineering on software application development.

Integrated and open
platform
CrossControl has in its
software platform for displays carefully avoided creating a proprietary solution,
but instead set up an architecture that combines and

integrates the most powerful, yet easy-to-use, commercially available frameworks for GUI and machine
control.
The machine control
framework handles the CAN
communication with other parts of the system and
runs a controller inside the
display. This controller computes the algorithms and
value functions that help the
operator utilize the potential
of the vehicle. In the standard packaging of the platform we chose to adopt the
IEC 61131-3 compliant Codesys framework by 3S Smart
Software Solutions for this
task. It is hardware independent, widely adopted in

the industry and provides an
easy-to-use programming
environment for typical controller functionality.
The GUI framework
handles the visualization of
graphics and user interaction on the display. In the
standard packaging of the
platform we chose to adopt
Qt for this task, being an
open, mature, and hardware
independent framework. Qt
supports really advanced
GUI functions and mimics,
and has a drag-and-drop
type of programming environment that requires only
basic programming skills.
To integrate
these two frameworks, we have
developed a data
repository
that
handles instant
data exchange
between them,
meaning that GUI
execution runs
independently
of the real-time cycles of
the machine control system. To that we have added
style sheets, day-and-night
modes and ready-made
components for gauges,
alarm lists, warning lamps
etc. with a number of parameters that allows easy adaptation of behavior and graphical appearance.
The result is an integrated software platform
with a seamless tool chain
that enables efficient engineering of advanced HMI
functions. The platform is
already being adopted by a
number of leading OEMs,
which deploy it for realization of their next generation
HMI solutions.

LPC11C00 for elevator
control systems
 H
 igh-performance 50 MHz ARM® Cortex™-M0
microcontroller
 C
 ANopen drivers in ROM, firmware updates
enabled via CAN
 Integrated CAN transceiver

www.nxp.com/microcontrollers
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Display playing in the
CANopen-lift team
Henry Wuttke

Author
Henry Wuttke
CEO
Safeline Deutschland
Westfalenstr. 22a
DE-51688 Wipperfürth
info@safelinedeutschland.de
Links
www.elgo.de
www.safeline.eu
www.safelinedeutschland.de
www.boehnkepartner.de
www.schmersal.com
Abstract
Lifts consist of many
devices. Like in football,
even having the best
individual players is not
a guarantee for success.
Teamwork makes the difference. Safeline
devices make teamwork
visible.
Product features
X FRORU/('·V
X Voice announcer
X 4 inputs and 4 outputs (accessible via
CANopen)
X 4 car-call or hall-call
X Integrated
accelerometer
X Galvanically isolated
CAN port
X Micro-SD card for
storing voice
messages and CiA 417
configurations
X Micro-USB connector
for local configuration
and download of voice
messages
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T

he FD4-CAN display is
the optical and audio interface between the players
in the field (devices) and
the spectators (passengers
and lift technicians). It has
a 160-dots matrix display
available in four different
colors. It is compatible with
the CiA 417 CANopen application profile for lift control systems, also known as
CANopen-Lift. The device

displays floor
numbers,
text
messages
and
technical messages to a technician, aiding in
trouble-shooting
and
diagnosing
the lift control system. It speaks voice
messages in HiFi-quality, from our voice library

Figure 2:
The IO8-CAN
provides additional
I/O lines

Figure 1: Front-side (left) and backside (right) of the FD4-Can display

Controller for machine
room-less lifts
Boehnke & Partner has introduced the bp119 controller compliant to CiA 417 (CANopen-Lift). It is designed for machine room-less lifts (MRL). It can be installed in the doorframe. The product with similar features as the bp308 (introduced in 2009 and available
since last year) can be used for single lifts as well as
for lift groups.
The bp119 unit manages the
calls including the confirmations,
controls the car drive unit as well
as up to three car doors. Configuration and diagnostics is supported by means of the PC-based
CANwizard tool. The CANopen
interface allows connecting absolute positioning sensors such
DVFRPSDQ\·V$:*86%E\
Schmersal, or Limax2 by Elgo.
They are based on different measurement
technologies.
hz
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or easily recorded on any
computer. Arrival chime is
also included.
The development was
not made secretly in our
back yard, but in cooperation with other players. This
means, the brain and muscle power of a high number
of excellent players are included and synchronized.
Team spirit from the beginning!
Disruptions can occur
in every environment, debris is as disturbing on a
football pitch as noise is on
an electronic bus. Therefore, the display is galvanically isolated to guarantee
good function also in highnoise levels. Players get instructions by the trainer; the
display contains four general-purpose in- and outputs, which are short-circuit

/,18;GHYLFHGULYHU
DYDLODEOH
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Team-definition
Wikipedia defines a
team as either the crew,
or the collective of crew
and its supporting
personnel, such as
trainers and technicians.
If all individuals
cooperate, they are
more likely to win the
match. In a technical
sense, this teamwork
means interfaces and
communication between
components. CANopenLift sets the standard. In
football team spirit
develops in trainings
with few spectators. The
real proof is in matches
watched by millions. It is
fine, when the devices
of a lift work smoothly in
the background. But it is
better, when the users
finally noticed
the results.
Literature
CiA 417
(CANopen Lift)
application profile.
Available on
&L$·VZHEVLWH
(www.can-cia.org)
for free download.

CiA 417 absolute positioning units
Several encoder manufacturers have implemented the
CiA 417 profile in their rotary CANopen encoders. Kuebler (Germany) has now combined two positioning measuring units in one housing. The
The Sendix encoders (Figure
I) with CANopen-Lift interface
are available in single-turn or
multi-turn versions with removable bus terminal cover or with
fixed connections. The lift number is configurable by means of
SDO communication. Besides
the normal position values, the
double-sensor also provides
the position as absolute displacement information (given
in mm). The encoders are also
available with an additional
TTL incremental track. This allows achieving simultaneously, with one single encoder, positioning via the CAN network
and a direct rotary speed feedback via the incremental track.
Wachendorff Automation
(Germany) has also launched
a two-encoder device compliant to CANopen-Lift (Figure
II). Any combinations of absolute and incremental encoders
can be used in the circumferential system. The pre-mounted measuring unit was developed for speeds of up to 4 m/s,
a height of up to 60 m, and an
acceleration of up to 2 m/s2.
The rounded belt teeth ensure
particular smoothness. The
belt guiding is equipped with
a safety function: The release
energy for the positive opening of the safety switch in the
event of a belt tear results solely from the weight force. The
lever principle thereby ensures
safe function.
hz
protected and configurable
with the CANwizard software tool by Boehnke &
Partner. More players require more interfaces. The
IO8-CAN module provides
eight additional short-circuit
protected general-purpose
in- and outputs. A dream
for every trainer and every
technician!
It might be difficult to
state the memory abilities of
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Figure I: The Sendix encoder by Kuebler
provides two position measuring elements

Figure II: The two-encoder unit by
Wachendorff is suitable for redundant
shaft copying

football players, but we can
say that the display stores
all parameters of the complete bus plus voice messages in the on-board Micro
SD card.
What all trainers will
dream about: On unit buttons or software to set volume and other parameters
– without discussion; a detailed documentation with
)$4·V IUHTXHQWO\ DVNHG
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questions)
and
technical support completes the
package.
With the last point
we challenge the comparison
between
football and lift devices: Safeline products do not need
to be big. Small is beautiful. Additional products
are also invited to become
members of any CANopen
Lift team.
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Higher busloads for automotive
CAN network clusters
Nicolas Navet and Hervé Perrault

Authors
Nicolas Navet
Inria/RTaW
615, rue du
Jardin Botanique
FR-54600
Villers-les-Nancy
Hervé Perrault
PSA Peugeot-Citroën
18, rue des Fauvelles
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La Garenne-Colombes
Cedex
Link
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S

ometimes, a 60 % loaded CAN network can be
more efficient than two 40
% loaded CAN segments
interconnected by a gateway causing delays and jitters. The first obvious way
to optimizing a CAN system is to keep the amount
of data transmitted to a minimum, specifically limits the
transmission frequency of
the frames. This requires a
rigorous identification and
traceability of the temporal constraints. Given a set
of signals or frames, and
their associated temporal
constraints (freshness, jitters, etc.), there are in addition a few configuration levers than can be triggered:
X

X

Desynchronize the
stream of frames by using offsets (see Figure 1).
Reassign the priorities
of the frames, so that
the priority order better
reflects the timing constraints.

X

X

Re-consider the framepacking (i.e. allocation of
the signals to the frames
and choice of the frame
periods, so as to minimize the bandwidth usage while meeting timing
constraints).
Optimize the ECU communication stacks so as
to remove all implementation choices that cause
a departure from the ideal CAN behavior.

Configuration and verification algorithms used for
the first three items have to
guarantee the temporal behavior of the communication system, and ideally be
optimal, or provide lowerbounds on their efficiency.
In our view, a busload
threshold for an “easy” CAN
cluster integration is around
35 % to 40 %, and below
this limit, the latencies and
freshness constraints are
rather easily to “manage”.
Overcoming this limit im-

Figure 1: Screenshot of a Netcar-Analyzer showing
maximum buffer-utilization and CAN frame worst-case
response times (by decreasing priority) for different offset
configurations. This graph shows the typical gain one can
expect with offsets.
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plies more detailed supplier specifications on the
one hand, and, on the other hand spending more time
and effort in the integration/
validation phase.

Simulation versus
analysis
Early in the development
cycle, when ECUs are not
available, simulation models and analytical models
are the two possible verification techniques. Both
provide complementary results and, most often, none
of them alone is sufficient.
On the one hand, numerous
experiments suggest that
simulation alone is not apSURSULDWH WR ÀQG WKH ZRUVW
case scenarios because
they are too rare (see Figure 2). On the other hand,
worst-case analysis cannot
help to quantify how rare
these events are, nor how
long they last, nor what the
average (or any other relevant statistics) of the response times are.
However, it is possible to derive by analysis
the phasing conditions beWZHHQ (&8V VSHFLÀF WR
each frame, that cause its
worst case response time.
Then, using a simulation
tool, it becomes possible to
observe for how long this
situation lasts and where
the ECU clock drifts lead
from there. Such simulations also contribute to validate the results obtained
from the analysis tool (see
Figure 3), which is needed because these tools are
usually commercial black
boxes and, though progresses are steadily being

made, they have to make
VLPSOLÀFDWLRQV DERXW WKH
hardware and the communication stack. Besides,
because of the complexity
of the schedulability analyses, there is always the risk
that the tool implementation
or even the analysis itself is
flawed, as it turned out to be
the case with the basic CAN
schedulability analysis.
There are now COTS
(commercial of-the-shelf)
tools to support the verification activity, even freely available tools such as
RTaW-Sim for simulation
and Netcar-Analyzer for
schedulability
analysis.
For CAN, analysis consists
mainly of schedulability
analyses, providing upper
bounds on the considered
performance metrics: latencies, transmission jitters,
size of the waiting queues
at the ECUs and gateway
levels, etc.
Optimized CAN networks means higher busloads, and indeed they
may now easily exceed
50 % of load. But because
there is less slack, there is
a need for models that are
more fine-grained than they
were in the past. In particular, models should account
for transmission errors and
possibly ECU reboots. Additionally, they should consider the use of a periodic communication task
responsible for building the
frame and issuing the transmission requests. In some
cases, this frame may suffer delays caused by higher priority activities. Possible asynchronisms between
the applicative level tasks
that produce the signals
and the communication
task needs to be evaluated. Sometimes such delays
can be larger than the latencies on the CAN network.
More fine-grained models
of the hardware and communication stack are necessary. For instance, taking
into account the ECU clock
drifts may change drastically the conclusions that can
be drawn from a simulation.
The same holds for a worst-

Introduction
When CAN was
introduced, the busloads were limited and
the specifications of
the communication
stack features,
priorities and
periods, etc. were
defined more to
handle scalability and
overcome microcontroller limitations
than bandwidth
optimization.
Optimizing CAN
networks, which
includes reaching
higher load levels, has
now become a
requirement for
several reasons. It
helps to master the
complexity of network
architectures,
reduces the hardware
costs (weight, space,
consumption, etc.),
and facilitates an
incremental design
process. Additionally,
it may avoid the effort,
the risk, and the time
to master
new technologies.
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Conclusion
“We can consider that
when an application
requires more than three
or four CAN networks, it
could be a better choice
to introduce a new
networking technology.
As the most important
needs for CAN bandwidth
come from powertrain
and chassis domains, a
¶QDWXUDO·WHFKQRORJ\FRXOG
be Flexray.
Another communication technology, which
should be considered to
increase the bandwidth
is the recently introduced
CAN-FD from Bosch.
It may provide a good
trade-off between the difficulty of the migration
path and additional bandwidth availability.
Nevertheless, in many
cases, optimizing the
normal CAN networks will
help to defer the
introduction of new
technologies, at least for
a subset of car domains.
Using CAN at higher load
levels requires however
additional time and
effort, be it for the
supplier specifications or
the verification. But in our
view the current state of
the technical literature on
CAN and the COTS
software tools are now
mature enough to
alleviate this additional work and succeed in
building truly safe
optimized CAN-based
communication systems.”

Figure 2: Worst-case response times (by decreasing priority of the frames) obtained by analysis (black curve) versus
maximum values collected during long simulation runs for
two ECU clock drift values (screenshot of RTaW-Sim).

Figure 3: Worst-case response times (by decreasing priority of the frames) obtained by analysis (blue curve) versus
maximum values collected by simulation. The trajectory
that was simulated here is the one leading to the worstcase response time for a specific frame. As the black
circle shows, the worst-case response time for that frame
is close to what can be obtained by simulation.

Figure 4: On the two graphs, the X-axis shows the index of
the aperiodic frames while the Y-axis is the time between
two successive aperiodic transmissions. The upper
graph is a real data trace collected while driving (only the
aperiodic frames). The lower graph is an artificial data
trace generated with a probabilistic model of the aperiodic
frames (here Weibull interarrivals with parameters fitted
with maximum-likelihood estimation using the real data
trace). The probabilistic model can be used both for simulation and worst-case analysis.
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case schedulability analysis, when explicitly modeling a FIFO waiting queue.
Characterization
of
the traffic is another topic, especially the non-periodic part of the traffic and
the transmission jitters. The
non-periodic traffic is generally difficult to characterize, but if overlooked, one
will tend to underestimate
the frame latencies, which
may have an impact on the
safety.

Departure from the
ideal CAN behavior
Up to rather recently analytical models were often
much simplified abstraction of reality: Usually overly pessimistic (e.g. regarding the non-periodic traffic)
and sometimes even optimistic, which means unsafe
in our context. Indeed not all
the classical assumptions
made on the ideal CAN
scheduling model are met
by the implementations. Examples include:
X Non-abortable transmit request (some communication stacks/controllers may not offer
the possibility to cancel
lower-priority transmission requests, when a
higher priority frame is
released),
X Limited number of transmit buffers,
X Delays in refilling the
transmit buffers,
X The use of a FIFO waiting queue for frames,
or any other policy than
the Highest Priority First
(see Figure 5),
X Internal CAN controller message arbitration
based on transmit buffer number rather than
CAN-ID,
X Frame queuing not done
in priority order (but for
example by PDU index in
Autosar) because of the
communication stack.
Whether or not the CAN
communication
stacks
will depart from the ideal
CAN behavior may make
in practice a large differ-

for

and

PREEMPT_RT
Linux

the stable and reliable real-time platform for
embedded & distributed systems

Distributed Automation Control System
Figure 5: Frame worst-case response times by decreasing priority on a typical body network. The blue curve
shows the results when all nodes have prioritized waiting
queues for the frames. The blue curve shows the actual
worst-case response times when there is one station (out
of 15) that possesses a FIFO waiting queue. As one can
observe, in the latter case many high priority frames will
suffer more delays, and potentially they may not respect
their timing constraints (e.g. deadline, jitter in reception).
ence in terms of performance and predictability.
For instance, a single station with a FIFO queue can
create bursts of high priority frames that will impact
the latencies of the frames
sent by all the other stations (see Figure 5), possibly it may even propagate
to other networks through
the increased jitters of the
frames that are forwarded through the gateways.
In a general manner, if the
system designer does not
have control over the communication stacks of all the
ECUs that make up a system, he should use conservative assumptions for
the validation. Fortunately,
since a few years and the
identification of a flaw in the
original CAN schedulability analysis, significant progresses have been made
in our view and the main issues have been identified
and accounted for in the
schedulability analysis.
Better adherence to
the CAN priority behavior,
can be enforced by more
detailed and more constraining specifications for
the suppliers. Also, to some
extent, tools such as the
RTaW-TraceInspector can
perform the verification by
means of analyzing transmission traces.

Standard
products for CAN
- CAN Layer2, CANopen, and J1939 in real-time
- high performance drivers and APIs
- CANopen stack with sources
- IEC 61131-3 / IEC 61499 programming
-

More information
This excerpt derives
from the iCC paper
by the same authors
(“CAN in Automotive
Applications: a Look
Forward”) available on
&L$·VZHEVLWH ZZZ
can-cia.org)
in PDF format.
Related articles
”CAN with flexible datarate” by Florian
Hartwich, page 10 and
following in this issue.
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I

t is really fun to watch the
two carbon-fiber jib axes
ZRUNLQJ ࡐKDQG LQ KDQG´
without interfering with each
other. In order to take care
of their sensitive freight,
they work with a steady acceleration curve without
jerks. Nevertheless their velocity can make oneself getting dizzy.
The article describes
the new plant of a wellknown manufacturer of photovoltaic cells and the observing of a so-called wafer
transfer system at its work in
the manufacturing line. The
described handling system
may also be used in many
other applications where
high throughput, jerk-free
motion, minimized downtimes and maintainability
are required. The complete

wafer transfer system has
an overall axis number of
15. As network system between the drive units and
the higher-level NC controller CANopen is used.

Wafer transfer
system
The task of the wafer transfer system is to bundle the
wafers (156 mm x 156 mm),
which are coming in multiple tracks from the cleaning
system to one track. Subsequently, the wafers are fed
into the inspection system.
Broken wafers or wafers lying partly and/or completely
upon each other have to be
fed aside carefully.
Regarding the handling in a manufacturing
line the silicon wafers used

Transverse axis

in photovoltaic cells are
rather challenging because
the material is brittle and
may easily break if handled
roughly. In the described
wafer handling application
a double xyz-axis system of
Jenaer Antriebstechnik with
two jib axes made of carbon-fiber material replaces
a robot with delta kinematics. The integration of the
system into the manufacturing line has been carried out
by SIM Automatisierungssysteme and Rex & Schley
Automatisierungtechnik.
In five tracks the wafers
run
continuously
through an optical image
evaluation where the geometry is checked and defective wafers are sorted out.
The double xyz-axis system
takes over the wafer transfer from five tracks to one
track (see Figure 1) and the
automatic buffering. Currently a maximum throughput of 4800 wafers per hour
can be reached, i.e. a complete handling sequence is
carried out in only 0,75 s.
Compared to the single picker unit of the robot
with delta kinematics the
two picker units of the double xyz-axis system can run

Buffer

Track 1
Track 2

Carbon fibre axis

Track 3
Track 4

to inspection system
Carbon fibre axis

Track 5
Buffer
Geometry and breakage check

Figure 1: Wafer transfer system with incoming and outgoing wafers
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Figure 2: Double xyz-positioning system

Figure 3: Wafer pick-up unit
(service data objects), the
fast data transfer is handled via PDOs (process
data objects). The fourth
CAN interface is used for
digital and analog I/Os and
valve blocks. Because of
the standardization, further
CANopen devices can be
easily integrated into an existing network structure.

a steady acceleration curve
and have a higher wafer
throughput. The advantage
of avoiding jerks is the significantly lower breakage
rate of the wafers. Moreover, the reduction of vibrations has the additional effect that a disturbance of
the measurements in the
subsequent wafer inspection system is avoided.

Jib axes for
positioning
The axis system consists
of a direct linear axis where
two jib axes, also direct linear, with carbon-fiber profiles as carrier, are mounted. In z direction (vertical)
each jib is equipped with a
toothed belt axis with linear measuring system. At
the wafer pick-up unit additionally rotational axes are
mounted because the wafers can arrive with up to ±
7° deviation related to the
center axis and have to be
fed aligned (with a maximal
deviation of ± 0,5°) to the inspection system.
The wafers are picked
up by suction. During the
transport the wafers are
held by under-pressure, for
laying down the wafers the
under-pressure is reduced.
By using the carbonfiber jib axes the positioning dynamic is increased
compared to steel or aluminum axes. Reasons are
the reduction of the masses and the higher structural stiffness of the material. In order to achieve
precise positioning, robust
linear measuring systems
are used; the repeatabili-

Plant visualization
Figure 4: Networking structure
ty is less than ±10 µm. The
wafers may be transported
with velocities of up to 2,7
m/s, at maximal accelerations of 13 m/s2. Thus, the
axis system is suited for fast
pick-and-place applications
like this one.

CANopen
communication
All axes of the wafer transfer system are driven by
servo amplifiers Ecovario
by Jenaer Antriebstechnik. As controller interface for the setpoint setting CANopen is used. The
drive supports the CiA 301
(CANopen application layer
and communication profile)
and CiA 402 (CANopen device profile for drives) specifications. As higher-level NC controller the ENC66
by Eckelmann is implemented. This manages the track
and ramp generation. For a
steady, jerk-less motion of
the axis system a jerk filter
is implemented.
The networking structure is shown in Figure 4.
Because of the high number of axes, four inde-

pendent CAN interfaces
of the ENC66 are used.
The NC controller manages the synchronization between the axes. Two interfaces are responsible for
the eight axes of the double xyz-axis system. The
drives for the belts and
the buffers are connected to the third CAN interface. The CANopen communication is handled in
the interpolated mode (as
specified in CiA 402) with
a cycle time of 4 ms. The
CAN bit-rate is 1 Mbit/s. After initialization via SDOs

Figure 5: Plant visualization

The wafer transfer system is
connected to a production
control system to which all
wafer information is handed
over. For backtracking each
wafer is assigned a unique
wafer-ID, which is retained
throughout the wafer transfer system.
Rex & Schley Automatisierungstechnik
developped a user interface
software for the manufacturing line. Included are
functions for the operation of the axis system and
for plant visualization. Statistics functions help optimizing the manufacturing
line.
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Fabian Schäfer

Author
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Abstract
The Rittal monitoring
system CMC III
(Computer Multi Control)
uses CANopen to
connect sensors to a
central processing unit.
The CAN network
reduces the complexity
of the monitoring
system and helps the
users to save time and
effort, while the system
also features flexibility
and plug-and-play
installation capability.
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T

he CMC III is a modular monitoring system
for data centers in industrial applications and building
automation. Different kinds
of sensors can be connected in series to a central processing unit, which is the
heart of the system. For every measurement set points
can be programmed. In
case of exceeding the preconfigured limits, the CMC
III automatically sends a
message to a technician
or reacts in an automated
manner by switching relays
or plugs. By choosing different types of sensors, the
system can be built up individually and cost-effectively with regard to the requirements of any application. The sensors can be
connected in series to the
central processing unit due
to the CAN communica-

tion. Compared to the predecessor – the CMC-TC –
the number of required devices is reduced to a minimum and the topology
switched from star topology to a linear bus system.
The daisy chain connection
of the sensors saves a great
deal of complicated cabling
when installing, maintaining or modifying a system.
At the same time, as significantly fewer modules are
required the system costs
are also lower.
A sensor has two RJ45 compliant ports for a
connection to two other
sensors or to a processing
unit for data transmission.
Equipped with a micro-controller, every CMC III sensor has its own processor
and is supplied with power
via the CAN network. The
modules communicate with
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the neighboring bus modules and the data are then
simply passed along this
“chain” until they arrive at
the central processing unit.
To realize a flexible connection where every sensor can
be the last sensor in a line,
every device acts as a terminating resistor. The devices use the CANopen protocol as application layer.
Parallel to the “standard” CMC III Processing
Unit, where up to 32 sensors can be connected, Rittal offers a second version
called CMC III Processing
Unit Compact. This processing unit has fewer functions than the “standard”
one, but is more economic for small applications in
industrial
environments.
Therefore, CAN is very suitable because of its high
fault detection.
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